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Amid Boom, Concerns at Small Solar Firms
By JAN ELLEN SPIEGEL
Solar power is in the midst of a boom in the United States. High energy costs are one reason. But
what may be more important are generous state and power company incentives and rebates, as
well as tax credits that make solar systems affordable to many more people and businesses.
This surge has, in turn, created hundreds, if not thousands, of small businesses, mostly
contractors and installers.
They are people like Glenn Barresi, an electrician in South Windsor, Conn., who got into the
solar installation business in 2005, about a year after Connecticut instituted one of the most
generous rebate programs in the country. His company, Solarbrite, has grown from two
employees — Mr. Barresi and his father — to more than a half dozen. But, he said, if the rebates
go away, “I’m out of business.”
While industry groups and experts are not predicting a bust, they are raising concerns that growth
is about to be tempered. The solar power industry is experiencing growing pains over how power
is financed and distributed. In the end, larger companies may gain the upper hand, and the
incentives could decrease or even disappear.
“I think probably what we’re going to see is the gradual disappearance of the very small one-,
two-, three-person company that does everything,” said Dave Ljungquist, associate director of
project development at the Connecticut Clean Energy Fund.
The fund, which administers the state’s solar rebate program, has a list of more than two dozen
approved installers, up from three when it began. “We’re going to see more larger companies
where they have marketing specialists and where they can do enough business to get competitive
pricing from distributors or the factory,” Mr. Ljungquist said.
The Solar Energy Industries Association, a trade group, estimates there are about 3,400
companies and organizations and 30,000 to 40,000 direct solar energy-related jobs in the United
States, though calculating the overall economic benefit of the solar industry is difficult.
According to the Solar Center at North Carolina State University, which maintains a database,
more than half the states now have rebates or incentives for solar power. Ninety-eight percent of
solar installations are in those states, according to data compiled by Larry Sherwood, a

consultant for the Interstate Renewable Energy Council. California, with the longest standing,
most highly developed incentive programs, has the greatest share of the activity, including
several hundred installers. Perhaps more important, the state has a long-term commitment to the
incentives.
In Oregon, the number of installers has grown to 90 from 12 in about five years. And in an
attempt to lure small manufacturers to Oregon, the state Economic and Community Development
Department is offering incentives to businesses that make solar components like silicon, or
devices like the inverters needed to transform solar energy from DC to AC.
“In my mind, it’s much better to have a program that’s sustainable over time and not a program
that puts in a bucketload of installations at one time and then shuts down,” Mr. Sherwood said.
“Otherwise, companies come in and then they leave. You can’t build a small-business
infrastructure.”
New Jersey serves as an object lesson. Its generous rebate program had to be suspended after all
the allotted money was spent. Contractors are finishing the backlog, but there is considerable
uncertainty while the state’s Board of Public Utilities develops a new program, at least part of
which is likely not to involve rebates.
Bill Condit, the chief operations officer of Trinity Solar in Freehold, N.J., which evolved from a
heating and air conditioning company, said the suspension of the rebate program was a
worrisome reminder of the solar hot-water boom and bust of the mid-1980s. At that time, too,
generous rebates and tax credits spawned dozens of small solar companies. Almost all went out
of business when the programs abruptly ended.
“For those who are here, we’re hoping that doesn’t happen” again, Mr. Condit said.
Bob Chew said he had seen this kind of exuberance play out before. A survivor of the solar
thermal era, he got back into the solar business, starting a company called SolarWrights in Rhode
Island, when the state began an incentive program. He said he found himself on the brink again
when it ended suddenly in 2006, but he survived by following the money to Connecticut, New
York and eventually the rest of New England.
“New Hampshire just announced a new program, so we just opened up an office in Portsmouth,”
he said. “We follow the incentives.”
He’s gone from one part-time employee — himself — to more than 60. Sales bookings last year
were $5.9 million, more than double the year before, and he expects to hit $20 million this year.
But Mr. Chew and others say incentives and rebates are only part of the solar small-business
formula. “I think the perception is that you have to always throw money at this industry,” he
said. “The incentive should be a crutch to help the industry grow until the crutch is no longer
needed.”

Jeffery Wolfe and his wife founded groSolar in Vermont in 1998. Today, the company has 90
employees, distributes solar products nationally and does installations in a number of states. Mr.
Wolfe said he expected sales to reach $60 million this year, about double last year.
Incentives, he said, helped him get to this point. But he added: “It’s a push and pull. Incentive
programs create some market” for solar that “help create awareness that help create the culture
that makes more demand for it.”
Federal tax credits have also been playing a role in creating demand, especially for commercial
projects where the credits are worth 30 percent of the cost of a system. The industry has been
worried that Congress will adjourn without extending the credits past their Dec. 31 expiration. It
is still unclear if legislation to extend and even increase some of them will pass before Congress
recesses.
Even if the credits expire, no one thinks the industry will disappear. The energy landscape is
much changed and quality control much improved since the solar thermal debacle.
What may also determine whether small businesses will continue to dominate the industry are
the so-called power purchase agreements. Those agreements are much like leasing a car. Instead
of owning a solar system, a homeowner or business essentially leases power from a system on its
property that is owned by another company. Such arrangements may be best managed by large
companies, and there is already evidence that they are becoming popular alternatives, especially
for commercial projects, when the initial cost is a stumbling block.
On Long Island, where the groundwork is being set for a unique commercial arrangement that
will put a large amount of solar power into the grid, there is little concern that it will curb the
enthusiasm for solar. Some 1,300 systems have been installed since the Long Island Power
Authority instituted its rebate program in 2000.
Gordian Raacke, executive director of Renewable Energy Long Island, which provides
contractor listings, said he received calls almost daily from companies that wanted to be added.
“This is the very beginning of what I think will be a very rapidly expanding market,” he said.
“You ain’t seen nothing yet.”

